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deciphered Dr. Arinella's writing' and gave us the following
information.

fl "43

2/10 police Officer s~ate$ that he was working this evening
~hen he wa~ at Winner's C1rcle oft duty.
states someone came in

and assaulted patron. patient chased person and got ringer in
left eye. Felt fluid and blood come out of eye. complained of
blurred vision." (The patient is the Police Officer Mr. King.)
physical exam objeotive reveals the following:
l'External
examine revealed superficial abrasion to his),.ids and two

swelling left upper lids. conjunctival wa~ plus--~, injected
with superficial'Keroatin n8sally and temporally. Anterior
chamber formed-and quiet. Dialed fundus'revealed disc flat,
sharp pink, cup to disc. Disc point to commotio ~etina
nasally and temporally globe appears intact."
Conjunctival laceration, long discussion. Told
of possible infection and rettpal damage. Given
Erytl1'romycin ointment and pressure patch. To Office in the
Diagnosis:

AM.

Instructions: To office at 591 Lincoln Street in AM.
This was all that Jackie could explain with regard to this chart.
We asked whether this was consistent with an accidental poke or
an intentional gouging and she could not answer. She did state
that no other lawyer, District Attorney or Police orficer had
spoken to the doctor about this treatment of Officer King
We subsequently learned that this was the last week the doctor
was available as he was scheduled ror a vacation.
Having obtained this information we departed this location and
returned to the Brookline Office.
Verbal Update
We next provided you with a verbal update of our investigation to

date. We advised you that the doctor would be going on vacation
and he was unable to Eeat with us at our scheduled appointment.
You suggested that we follow up with the doctor to determine what
else he could tell us about this incident and whether or not he
has any recollection of whether this was an intentional or
deliberate aot.
We advised you that we would follow up with this investigation as
directed.
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